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2017 SPRING STEP 

RETREAT SCHEDULE 

Friday April 7 Saturday April 8 Sunday April 9 

 

 

  8:00   Registration/Set Up 

  8:30   Welcome/Intro to the  

             Weekend 

  9:00   Work Session 1 

10:00   Break 

10:10   Work Session 2 

11:00   Walking meditation 

12:00   Lunch/Clean Up 

12:30  Tour for New Students 

  1:00   Speaker: Bobby 

  1:50   Work Session 3 

  2:30   Break 

  2:45   Recreation (Frisbee,  

             Kickball, etc.) 

   4:00  Work Session 4 

   5:00  Meeting (Prep for  

        Campfire Ceremony) 

   6:00  Supper 

  7:00   Work Session 5 

  7:50   Break 

  8:00   Work Session 6 

  8:50   Break 

  9:00   Campfire 

10:30   Quiet Time (Respect 

the need for rest) 

 

  8:00   Breakfast 

  9:00   Work Session 7 

10:00   Gentle Yoga 

10:50   Break 

11:00   Work Session 8 

11:50   Break/Lunch prep 

12:00   Lunch 

  1:00   Speaker: Lawrence 

  1:50   Break 

  2:00   Work Session 9 

  2:50   Break 

  3:00   Recreation/Hike/ 

                 Labyrinth 

  4:30   What Next? 

  5:30   Prep for supper 

  6:00   Supper 

  7:00   Work Session 10 

  7:50   Break 

  8:00   Work Session 11 

  9:00   Campfire 

10:30   Quiet Time 

 

 

  8:00   Breakfast 

  9:00   Meditation Meeting  

          (Use Sat AM script) 

  9:30   Work Session 12 

10:30   Break 

10:45   Work Session 13 

11:50   Break/Lunch prep 

12:00   Lunch 

  1:00   Closing circle 

  1:15   Safe Journey home! 
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Foreword 

 

The Triangle Area Intergroup (TAI) is pleased to welcome you to the Spring 2017 Step 

Retreat. 

 

TAI is composed of representatives from the Raleigh and Durham area SAA meetings as 

well as individual members of the recovery community. We support the activities of the 

SAA community. We do not lead them.  

 

The TAI has been involved with the Retreat almost from its inception because we share 

the same goal: To carry the message of hope to other sex addicts. Indeed, it is the solemn 

responsibility of every member of our community to do so, which is why dozens of 

volunteers have repeatedly invested their time and energy organizing this biannual event. 

They are giving freely what was given to them. 

 

The TAI’s supports the Retreat primarily by coordinating the revenue flow. We receive 

the attendant fees, record and hold separately all scholarship donations, and then we pay 

for the food, printing, and the facility costs. We also market the event by writing to area 

therapists. We include brochures with our letter and stress that scholarships are available. 

 

The TAI is not involved in writing, editing and/or reviewing the content of the manuals 

used at the Retreat. TAI believes it is best to leave the selection of all teaching materials 

to the people who will use them. The TAI notes that the opinions expressed are those of 

the author(s) and do not represent the views of the ISO or of SAA. 

 

Newcomers and returning attendants alike often feel daunted at the start of the Retreat. 

The work ahead would intimidate anyone. We know that feeling. We also know sobriety 

is worth it! 

 

We pray that your experience at the Retreat will nurture you and strengthen your 

commitment to recovery. 
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Retreat Opening 

 

Welcome to the Triangle SAA Step Retreat. We are especially glad to greet members of 

other SAA recovery communities. No matter where you are in your recovery, we are 

honored by your presence and humbled by the trust you repose in us and in our work.  

 

What you will experience over the course of the event and what you will read in these 

manuals is the condensed wisdom of our fellowship as expressed by its trusted servants. 

We offer you the best of what we have seen work in our area meetings, Step classes and 

workshops.  

 

The Retreat schedule sets aside time for sleeping, eating, meetings, prayer and 

meditation, reading, writing and, of course, play. This variety will help you pace yourself 

and hopefully avoid burnout. We encourage you to stick to the schedule but your 

participation is voluntary. Remember H.A.L.T. and do what makes sense.  

 

Event facilitators are all members of the Triangle area recovery community. All are 

familiar with the materials in the manuals either because they worked them in an area 

Step class or because they attended a previous Retreat. If possible, one facilitator will be 

assigned to you, however all facilitators are here to help you. Consider them all a 

resource. 

 

All material used at this event is selected, written, reviewed and/or approved by a 

volunteer committee of trusted servants. Content is a blend of core literature from AA, 

SAA, and NA combined with a solid understanding of the theory of addiction and 

popular behavior modification techniques. 

 

We believe we got sober by working the 12 Steps. We include the psychological and 

behavioral material to augment your understanding of your disease as you work the 

Steps, not to replace the Steps. Just as the diabetic who understands how the pancreas 

works will be more apt to comply with an insulin treatment regimen, we believe addicts 

who understand the nature of distorted behavior are more likely to adhere to a sobriety 

plan as they work the Steps.  

 

Lastly, this manual discusses different ways to work the Steps. These are approaches 

identified by our community and are meant to help you structure your work, to provide a 

framework, and nothing more. We chose them because of their practicality, simplicity, 

and fitness.  

 

We do not suggest these are the only ways to work the Steps. We believe there is no 

perfect, uniform way for everyone to work the Steps.  

 

The God of our understanding is limitless and could lift the curse of addiction from 

anyone even a loner not working the Steps. Our experience, however, tells us He prefers 

that sufferings be shared and that resurrections be public, for the edification and 

celebration of all His people.  
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Before completing any of the activities, read the entire Getting Started 

workbook from cover to cover. 

 

 

 

The Sobriety Plan Class Goals 
 

Students Will Be Able To: 

 

 Identify their Three Circles. 

 Name and describe the five (5) stages of the Addiction Shame Cycle and 

articulate their ritualized acting out behavior. 

 Construct a sobriety plan to manage triggers and abstain from inner circle 

behaviors using the tools of recovery. 

 Revise a sobriety plan, based on their experience, to improve and maintain 

their sobriety. 

 

Students Will Have Written: 

 

 A Sobriety plan to help manage triggers effectively; 

 A Weekly schedule to maintain focus hour-by-hour; 

 Their Three Circles to guide them away from inner circle activities.
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Week Activities Recovery Work 
1: Orientation 

to Sex 

Addiction 

 Read: 

o “Sobriety Plan Class Syllabus” 

o “Introduction to Writing a Sobriety Plan” 

o “Addictive Shame Cycle” 

o “Recovery Timeline for Sex Addiction” 

o “The Stages of Recovery for Sexual Addiction” 

o “Disclosure- How Not to Screw  Up” 

 Reflect on the Addictive Shame Cycle, Recovery 

Timeline, Stages of Recovery, and disclosure 

1. Buy journal, backpack, and SAA Green Book, if  you have 

not done so already 

2. Journal about: 

 Your experience with the Addictive Shame Cycle 

 Your feelings around the Recovery Timeline 

 Your experience with disclosure 

3. Get two phone numbers from other members of the 

Sobriety Plan class and make two calls to share the 

recovery work you have completed this week 

2: Distorted 

Thinking 
 Read “Understanding Distorted Behavior”  

 Complete charts for distorted thinking, distorted feelings, 

and distorted actions 

1. Complete Distorted Thinking activities 

2. Write down 5 examples of distorted thinking, feelings, 

and/or actions 

3. Journal about your five examples of distorted thinking:  

 What event prompted your distorted thinking? 

 What action did you take? 

 What will you do differently the next time you 

encounter that distorted thinking? 

4. Make two program calls and discuss your distorted 

thinking, feelings, and/or actions  

5. Share the recovery work that you have completed with 

another member of the group 

3: Three 

Circles 
 Read “Three Circles” 

 Reread “Addictive Shame Cycle”  

 Review “1st Sample Sobriety Plan Schedule” 

 Complete Three Circles and Triggers graphic organizers 

(preferably in pencil) 

 

1. Complete Three Circles and triggers activities 

2. Journal about one of your triggers: 

 What triggered you? 

 What did you do when triggered? 

 How could you have handled the trigger 

differently? 

3. Start writing a sobriety plan that includes, at the minimum, 

the meetings you will attend, and the phone calls you will 

make this week 

4. Make two program calls to discuss your Three Circles and 

triggers; and to share the other recovery work that you 

have completed this week  
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4: Tools of 

Recovery: 

Memorize 12 

Steps, Self-

Care, Ten 

Immediate 

Rewards 

 Read: 

o “Introduction to the Tools of Recovery” 

o “Memorize 12 Steps” 

o “Practice Self-Care” 

o “Identify Ten Immediate Rewards” 

 Make a list of 5-10 rewards 

 Make a list of 5 activities that you consider to be self-

care 

 Add self-care and rewards to your sobriety plan 

1. Memorize the first 6 steps of the 12 steps 

2. Give yourself at least 3 rewards from your list this week 

3. Do at least 2 self-care activities from your list  

4. Journal about your self-care activities: 

 How did you take care of yourself this week?  

 How did it make you feel to practice self-care?  

5. Make two phone calls to share the recovery work you have 

completed this week 

5: Tools of 

Recovery:  

Rigorous 

Honesty, 

Meetings, 

Phone calls, 

Journaling 

and Self-talk 

 Read: 

o “Commit to Rigorous Honesty” 

o “Attend Meetings Regularly” 

o “Establishing a Daily Phone Program”  

o “Journaling and Positive Self-Talk” 

 Make a two-column chart. On top of the left column, 

write honesty. On top of the right column, write lies. 

Write 5 examples of when you told the truth over the past 

48 hours and 5 examples of when you have lied over the 

past 48 hours  

 Add rigorous honesty to your sobriety plan 

1. Memorize the last 6 steps of the 12 steps 

2. Share list of lies and truths you have told 

3. Journal at least 2 times this week:  

 What was triggering me today?  

 How did I feel when I was triggered? What did I 

do? 

 What am I grateful for today?  

 How have I been doing with my recovery? 

4. Make two phone calls to hold yourself accountable to your 

recovery work 

6: Tools of 

Recovery: 

Program 

Literature, 

Meditation, 

Prayer, 

Sponsorship 

 Read:  

o “Read and Write Positive Literature” 

o “Pray and Meditate” 

o “Get a Sponsor, Co-Sponsor, or Accountability 

Partner” 

 Select a book from the positive literature list that you 

would like to read this week 

 Commit a time to pray and/or meditate this week 

 Set a deadline for when you would like to have a sponsor 

if you do not have one already 

 Write down 5 affirmations 

 Add prayer, meditation, and affirmations to your sobriety 

plan 

 

1. Read a chapter or section of a book from the positive 

literature list 

2. Journal about the positive literature you have read: 

 What resonated with you in your reading? 

 What thoughts or ideas did it provoke? 

 How will this reading impact your future actions? 

3. Repeat 5 affirmations to yourself each day 

4. Pray and/or meditate at least 3 times this week 

5. Make two program calls to share your progress on this 

week’s activities 
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7: Sobriety 

Plan 
 Read: 

o “Add Aphorisms to Your Conversation” 

o “Writing a Sobriety Plan Using the Tools of 

Recovery” 

o “A Weekly Sobriety Plan Schedule” 

 Fill out aphorisms chart 

 Compare your sobriety plan and schedule to the 

examples in the workbook 

1. Complete aphorisms table 

2. Revise your sobriety plan and schedule to ensure it 

includes a variety of the recovery tools 

3. Calculate percent of completed activities 

4. Make two program calls to share your progress on your 

sobriety plan 

8: Revision 

and Closing 
 Sit down with a partner to revise your sobriety plan and 

shore up weaker parts of your plan  

1. Implement revised sobriety plan and schedule 

2. Calculate percent of completed activities  

3. Make two program calls to share your progress  on 

your sobriety plan 
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PART 1 

SEX ADDICTION 
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Introduction to Writing a Sobriety Plan 

 

The good folks in AA make an important distinction that can prove helpful to the SAA 

newcomer. 

 

In AA, a person is “dry” when that person abstains from drinking through willpower or 

self-control. Often described as “white-knuckling,” this method of abstinence requires a 

determination that is difficult if not impossible to sustain. 

 

AA also says an alcoholic is “sober” when he or she successfully works the 12 Steps. The 

alcoholic in recovery has realized that willpower alone is useless and has decided to try 

something different. The sober person aligns with a Higher Power and humbly receives 

through Grace what is unobtainable through self-will. 

 

It is true that a few of our AA cousins had their moment of clarity and never drank again, 

but most in AA had to work the Steps earnestly to find serenity. They white-knuckled 

their way while working the 12 Steps, fending off the urge to drink as they confronted 

and put to rest a lifetime of resentments, fears, and hurts.   

 

Newcomers to SAA will have to walk a similar path. Newcomers must somehow stay 

“dry” long enough to work the Steps and get “sober.” This is not an easy thing to do. 

Admitting our wrongs and the damage we have done without acting out is a tough but not 

impossible assignment. 

 

What we need to help us stay “dry” is a well thought-out plan made up of the most 

effective strategies available - the tools of recovery - to support us every hour of the day. 

The tools of recovery remind us what is at stake and keep us grounded in the present 

moment.  

 

Getting Started will help you understand the Addiction Shame Cycle and to use that 

knowledge to write three important documents: 

 

 Your Three Circles  

 A detailed sobriety plan 

 A week-long sobriety plan in schedule form    

 

These documents take time to build but, with effort, you will soon have an approach that 

will keep you safe as you work the Steps.  

 

Remember: Because you are constantly changing, your sobriety plan will require frequent 

updating.  

 

A plan that works today may be useless next year.   
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Addiction Shame Cycle 

 

Every time we act out, we sex addicts go through each stage in the Addiction Shame 

Cycle. Every single time with no exceptions. 

 

We may act out in different places, at different times of the day, and with different 

partners but all we have done is change the place, altered the time or switched the person.   

 

We may act out in increasingly dangerous and bizarre ways but this is just the disease 

growing in destructive intensity. 

 

What the Addiction Shame Cycle says about us is that, despite superficial changes, we 

ALWAYS move through the same stages of a repeating pattern.  

 

Why is this important?  

 

Because any learned pattern of behavior that repeats can be broken.  

 

Getting off the Addiction Shame Cycle is 100% dependent on understanding our disease, 

the disease of addiction. We must understand thoroughly how we enter and why we 

remain on the Addiction Shame Cycle. 

 

More importantly, to keep ourselves from progressing from one stage to the next requires 

that we See / Become Aware / Perceive what we are doing. The easiest way to do this is 

to use the Addiction Shame Cycle like a test by periodically asking three questions:  

 

 Am I feeling triggered?  

 If I am triggered what stage of the Addiction Shame Cycle am I on right now? 

 What is my plan for dealing with this trigger? 

 

NOTES: 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 
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The five (5) stages in the cycle are: 

1. Trigger – Either emotional or physical.  

a. Can occur minutes before – or days before.  

b. Compels us to avoid the feeling(s). 

c. Unless addressed, always leads to craving. 

 

2. Craving – The strong desire to act out.  

a. Mentally move into The Bubble. 

b. Reality becomes distorted. 

c. Obsess about sex. 

d. Think / Plan how to act out. 

e. Can last minutes or hours. 

f. Our last, best chance to get off the cycle on our own. 

 

3. Ritual – Our set pattern or ceremony that leads to acting out. An example: 

a. Phase 1 - Search the internet for sexually suggestive images. 

b. Phase 2 - Cruise streets / coffee shops / malls for visual hits. 

c. Phase 3 - Go to strip bars for more intense validation. 

d. Enter a trance-like state of heightened arousal. 

e. Almost impossible to stop without some kind of external interruption. 

 

4. Using – Acting out.  

a. Feel better for the moment but then realize what we have done. 

b. Usually not as satisfying as we had imagined or hoped. 

c. Realize powerlessness and unmanageability; (we are slaves.) 

d. Despair / Hopelessness lead to next stage. 

 

5. Shame – “I am bad.” Usually accompanied by Guilt - “I did something bad.”  

a. Betrayed spiritual beliefs, possibly a partner, and our sense of integrity. 

b. Alternating waves of pseudo-guilt and shame. 

c. Insincere promise to “never do it again.” 

d. May trigger a new cycle. 

 

TRIGGER 

RITUAL 

CRAVING 

ACT OUT 

SHAME / GUILT 

 

Addiction 

Shame Cycle 
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Examples of Physical Triggers: 

 

 People - My mother.    Your example: _______________ 

 Places - My mother’s living room.   Your example: _______________ 

 Things - Conversations with my mother. Your example: _______________ 

 

Examples of Emotional Triggers: 

 

 Feelings - Feeling “less than”.   Your example: _______________ 

 Thoughts - I will never please my mother.  Your example: _______________ 

 Circumstances - Being my mother’s son. Your example: _______________ 

 

 

Breaking the Addiction Shame Cycle requires intense self-awareness and courage.  

 

We must identify, evaluate, and understand the triggers so that we can recognize them 

while they are happening or ideally before they happen. 

 

This task is especially important for the addict who can only go “X” number of days 

without acting out. When an addict sincerely works to remain sober yet engages in a 

cyclical pattern of sobriety – relapse – sobriety – relapse, the likeliest causes are either a 

failure to identify the trigger(s) or a sobriety plan that does not adequately address those 

triggers. 

 

There are several effective ways to identify our triggers. Here are three: 

 Talk about our own addiction behavior at meetings. Listen to others talk about 

their triggers. Ask ourselves, “Does his trigger also trigger me?” 

 Our spouses and significant others are attuned to our behavior and can frequently 

shed light on it. For example, ask them if they know why you are feeling sad. 

 Journal daily, especially about our feelings. Writing about our daily life makes it 

possible to go back and review what happened to us right before we acted out.  

 

Pseudo-Shame and Guilt, the final stage of the cycle, deserves some additional scrutiny. 

First, the shame and guilt we feel after acting out is not genuine. True shame and guilt 

motivate us to change. The fifth stage keeps us from changing by feeding our self-

loathing (Trigger) which sets us up to act out again.  

 

Second, we wallow in this phony sensation because, strangely, doing so suggests that we 

are not as awful as we feared. If we despise ourselves for acting out then we must still 

have a functioning conscience. We feel “better” when we hate ourselves. The more we 

hate ourselves, the more reassured we are that we are not completely “lost.” This urge is 

so strong that for many of us, shame and guilt come to permanently define who we are.
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 Don’t Call It Love by Patrick Carnes 1992 
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Disclosure - How Not To Screw Up 

 

A disclosure occurs when the addict tells a family member, usually the spouse, the details 

of acting out. A disclosure serves many purposes. It is done most often to help the spouse 

understand the extent of the addict’s powerlessness and unmanageability, and hopefully 

preserve the relationship. 

 

There is no question preparing a disclosure will provoke anxiety. It would not be wise to 

allow that stress to cloud your judgment. As you prepare, keep these things in mind. 

 

A disclosure is a therapeutic event best performed under the watchful gaze of a trained 

sex addiction therapist. The therapist explains the disclosure process and encourages the 

addict to prepare. He or she also provides guidance on how much to disclose.  

 

Family members and spouses differ as to the amount and degree of detail they want. The 

addict should explain the disclosure process and ask the spouse how much they want to 

know. Ideally, the spouse is working with a separate therapist who helps answer that 

question. 

 

Preparation is critical to a successful disclosure. Saying too little will incite suspicions. 

Saying too much may cause unnecessary harm and heighten resentment. It usually takes 

the addict several drafts of the disclosure letter to get it right. 

 

A disclosure is a rehearsed confession of past transgressions. The addict usually reads a 

prepared statement that ensures the family member or spouse’s questions are answered in 

full and that no more is said than is required.  

 

A disclosure is planned and never spontaneous. Because of the very real possibility of an 

angry reaction, disclosures are best given on neutral ground when all parties are well 

rested and able to focus completely on the disclosure.   

 

A successful disclosure makes a new beginning possible. If all goes well, it can also be 

the prelude to improved communication, trust, and reconciliation. 

 

A bad disclosure does not mean the relationship is over. Even the best plans can fall 

apart.  

 

Have faith.  

 

Keep trying.  

 

Good luck.
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Understanding Distorted Behavior 

 

Behavior is defined as a combination of what we think, feel, and do at any given 

moment. (Why this is true is a great discussion topic.) We label someone’s behavior as 

normal if they act in a way that suggests they see the world as it is. In other words, if 

their actions are appropriate to the situation. 

 

We call someone’s behavior abnormal or distorted when they behave in a way that 

suggests they do not see the world as it is. When what people do is not appropriate to 

what is going on around them, their behavior is distorted.  

 

For most people distorted behavior is a fleeting event with the worse outcome being a 

silly or funny misunderstanding. (Think awkward!) That is not true for addicts. 

 

Distorted behavior leads to and keeps addicts on the Addiction Shame Cycle. 

Understanding this is critical to writing an effective sobriety plan. We need to spend 

some quality time discussing patterns of distorted behavior before we start writing.  

 

The addict not in recovery spends a great deal of time in a thick fog of distorted 

behaviors we call the Bubble. Think of it as a contact lens that distorts the way we see 

and interpret reality. The events taking place around us may be innocent but when we are 

in the Bubble we see them as invitations to act out. The curved surface of the Bubble 

transforms the world we see into a sex-intense delusion. 

 

The Bubble always starts with a trigger. A triggered addict enters the Bubble and steps on 

the first stage of the Addiction Shame Cycle. An addict’s thoughts, feelings, and actions 

quickly move the addict to the second stage: Craving. 

 

An example explains this best: 

 

Sarah, an addict, is fearful of any upcoming job performance evaluation. She has always 

received excellent evaluations but her self-story always predicts disaster. She decides to 

go to lunch alone. She picks a restaurant where she has previously met anonymous 

partners but justifies it by telling herself the restaurant serves healthy salads.  

 

The new waiter is handsome and smiles warmly when he greets her. She immediately 

responds to his attention. To impress him, she orders an expensive lunch she cannot 

afford and stays at lunch longer than she should. He returns repeatedly to her table to 

ask if there is anything he can do for her. When she pays, she overly tips. She waits for 

the waiter to ask for her cell or offer his. Instead he thanks her for the tip and wishes her 

a good day. 

 

Sarah leaves the restaurant feeling foolish and mentally berates herself for being late to 

work. She tells herself it is this kind of wastefulness and poor judgment that her boss sees 

and is the reason her evaluation is going to go badly.  
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We will examine Sarah’s situation more closely in the next section but for now what we 

want to emphasize is how completely deluded she was, how wrongly she interpreted what 

was going on around her. Her behavior was inappropriate because her thoughts, feelings, 

and actions were based on inaccurate perceptions.  

 

Sarah was also powerless, unable to see how triggered she was and how desperately she 

craved relief from her fear. We have all been there. 

 

It is important to realize that no matter how insane our behavior appears to others, when 

we stand in the center of our Bubble of madness, it all makes sense to us and so we stay 

on the Addiction Shame Cycle, moving blindly from one stage to the next. 

 

When we enter the Bubble, we do not see the world as it is, we see the world as we 

are. 

 

 Our thinking is unhinged: (i.e., Rationalizing, All-or-Nothing, Catastrophizing, 

etc. See below.) This leads to risky, even dangerous, decisions. 

 

 Our feelings are intensified and take the place of reason. Feelings become facts. 

 

 Our actions, even those we take to keep us from acting out, actually predispose us 

to more acting out. 

 

Once we understand how distorted behaviors happen, writing a sobriety plan becomes 

clear. We first need to understand what we are thinking, feeling and doing when we are 

about to act out or when we are acting out. 

 

We can study each part (thoughts, feelings, actions) and then write strategies to help 

make our thinking clearer, help us better manage our feelings, and select healthier things 

to do.  

 

In the next sections we look at examples of distorted or inappropriate feelings, 

thoughts, and actions. As you read them, try to find examples from your own life. 

 

We used information from this site (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_distortion) 

because it is general in nature and easy to read. Check it out. 

 

Distorted thinking is a well-studied psychological phenomenon with dozens of books and 

hundreds of websites on the topic. We will review 17 of the most common examples of 

distorted reality. Seventeen may seem like a big number BUT people tend to use the same 

ones over and over. Do your best to identify your distorted pattern. It will make writing 

an effective sobriety plan easier.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_distortion
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Distorted Thinking (from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_distortion) 

 

 Distorted Thinking Definition Example Did “Sarah” do this? Do you? 

Explain your answer. 

1.  All-or-Nothing Thinking Thinking in absolute terms, like "always", 

"every", "never", and "there is no 

alternative". 

I cannot stay sober more than a 

week, and I never will. 

 

2.  Over-generalization Looking at a few examples of an event and 

concluding that what is true about those few 

examples is true about all of them. 

I tried going to meetings but I 

never got anything out of it so I 

stopped. 

 

3.  Magical Thinking This is where we believe that if we do one 

thing, that act will cause something to 

happen that is totally unrelated to it. 

If I wear the team jersey it will 

help the team win the game. 

 

4.  Mental Filter Inability to view positive or negative 

features of an experience, i.e., noticing only 

tiny imperfection in a piece of otherwise 

useful clothing. 

I am sober from 3 out of 4 of my 

bottom line behaviors. I am not 

getting any better! 

 

5.  Disqualifying the Positive Discounting positive experiences for 

arbitrary, ad hoc reasons. 

I had a hard time staying sober 

this past weekend. I did it but I 

was just lucky. 

 

6.  Mind Reading Sense of access to special knowledge of the 

intentions or thoughts of others. 

My wife told me in couple’s 

therapy that she forgives me, but 

I can tell she does not. I know 

she is leaving me. 

 

7.  Fortune Telling Inflexible expectations for how things will 

turn out before they happen. 

My wife and I are meeting with 

our couple’s therapist today for 

my full disclosure. I know she is 

not even going to try to 

understand me so I am not going 

to the meeting. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_distortion
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8.  Magnifying or minimizing 

a memory or situation 

such that they no longer 

correspond to objective 

reality 

Example of Magnification 
 

My ex called last week 

asking about the child 

support check. She does this 

every month. She never lets 

up. She just sits around and 

thinks of new ways of 

making my life miserable! 

 

Example of Minimization Last year I spent $5000 on 

prostitutes and massage 

parlors. My therapist tells me 

that was wasteful but I had 

plenty of money and my 

family did not suffer. 
 

 

9.  Catastrophizing is a 

special type of 

Magnifying Thinking 
 

Inability to foresee anything other than the 

worst possible outcome, however unlikely. 

(Chicken Little). Or experiencing a situation as 

unbearable or impossible when it is just 

uncomfortable. 

I have been sober for a 

month and my annual review 

is coming up. I have had a 

great year but that will not 

matter. They have figured 

out I am a fake, and I am 

going to be fired. 
 

Write an example of a situation you 

thought was unbearable or 

impossible when it was just 

uncomfortable. 

10.  Emotional reasoning  Experiencing reality as a reflection of 

emotions, e.g. "I feel it, therefore it must be 

true.” 

I feel like I am going to fail 

on my new project! What am 

I going to do when it 

happens? 
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11.  “Should” statements Patterns of thought which imply the way things 

"should" or "ought" to be rather than the actual 

situation the person is faced with, or having rigid 

rules which the person believes will "always 

apply" no matter what the circumstances are. 

Albert Ellis termed this "Musturbation".  
 

Asking for what I want 

or need is selfish, and I 

must never do it! 

Or 

People should know what 

I need. If they do not, 

they do not love me. 

 

12.  Labeling and Mislabeling   
 

Limited thinking about behaviors or events due 

to reliance on names; related to 

overgeneralization. Rather than describing the 

specific behavior, the person assigns a label to 

someone or himself that implies absolute and 

unalterable terms. Mislabeling involves 

describing an event with language that is highly 

colored and emotionally loaded. 
 

Addicts are pathetic 

losers who disguise their 

laziness with the help of 

doctors out to make a 

buck.   

 

13.  Personalization Attribution of personal responsibility (or causal 

role or blame) for events over which a person 

has no control. 

My girlfriend is not 

returning my phone calls. 

She must hate me! 

 

14.  Denial of Action I did not do it!   

15.  Denial of Intent I did it but I did not mean to!   

16.  Denial of Responsibility I did it but it was not all my fault!   

17.  Denial of Impact I did it but it really was not so bad.   
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Distorted Feelings (Types of Emotional Thinking) 

Distorted 

Feeling 

Definition Example Did “Sarah” do this? Do 

you? Explain your 

answer. 

Entitlement A claim, privilege, 

or right. 

I have worked hard 

so I deserve to have 

a good time. 

 

Worthless 

 

Valueless; of no 

worth or merit. 

I fail at everything. I 

am useless.   

 

“Poor Pitiful 

Me” 

 

Exaggerated, self-

indulgent pity.  

Nothing and no one 

can help me. 

 

Anger 

 

Intense hostility I hate that person!  

Loneliness 

 

A dejected feeling 

caused by the 

awareness of being 

alone. 

I know lots of 

people but I do not 

have any friends.  

 

Tired (mental) 

 

Mentally 

exhausted; weary.  

I do not know if I 

can take much 

more! 

 

Abandoned 

 

Deserted; forsaken.  Nobody cares about 

me. 

 

Shame 

 

A feeling of 

disgrace or 

dishonor. 

I am bad.  

Guilt 

 

Proven to have 

committed a crime 

or offense. 

I did something bad.  

Bored 

 

Made weary by 

being dull, 

repetitive, or 

tedious 

I have nothing to do.  

Can you think 

of another? 
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Distorted Actions- Middle Circle Behaviors 

Distorted Action 

 

Example Did “Sarah” do this? Do you? 

Explain your answer. 

Hunger  Not eating when you 

should. 

 

Tired (physical) 

 

Working even when 

you are tired. 

 

Staying Up Late 

 

  

Having unsupervised 

access to any trigger 

(computer, extra money, 

telephone with internet 

access, i.e.,) 

 

  

Being around people who 

drive you crazy or who 

encourage you to act out. 

 

Family; co-workers; 

authority figures ; 

drinking buddies; 

drug dealers 

 

Driving by places you 

used to act out. Or could 

act out. 

 

  

Balancing the checkbook 

alone, at night, on the 

computer. 

 

  

Subscriptions to online 

movie service / magazines 

with triggering material. 

  

Having open time slots in 

your day 

  

Drinking when drinking is 

part of your pre-acting out 

ritual 
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PART 2 

SOBRIETY PLAN 
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Your beliefs become your thoughts,  

 

Your thoughts become your words,  

 

Your words become your actions,  

 

Your actions become your habits,  

 

Your habits become your values,  

 

Your values become your destiny. 

 

 

Mahatma Gandhi
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The Three Circles 

Please read SAA - The Three Circles brochure before you complete this section. 

You do not need drugs or alcohol to have a healthy life but you do need sexual intimacy. 

Your addiction corrupted your sex life in insane ways. One of the goals of the program is 

to help you stop the insanity and reclaim sex as a healthy, loving activity. To do that you 

have to first clearly define what crazy looks like for you because destructive sexual 

behavior takes many forms. 

If you have a clearly defined list of Middle and Inner Circle behaviors, you and your 

sponsor can use it to decide if any future sexual behavior is healthy or not; in other 

words, to decide whether or not you have relapsed. 

Example of a not-so-clear definition: 

Compulsive masturbation 

Example of a clear definition: 

Compulsive masturbation is more than once a day with or without pornography. 

What follows is a wonderful approach to writing the Three Circles submitted by one of 

the facilitators from the Saturday Class. It is used frequently to great effect. 

In Sex Addicts Anonymous we work to abstain from our addictive behaviors. But this 

simple instruction poses a difficult question – of all of the sexual behaviors we express or 

engage in which are the ones we abstain from? The answer – abstain from those sexual 

behaviors that are compulsive, destructive and unwanted by YOU. 

We all differ. You will find two real life examples in the diagrams below.  

So from the beginning and on an on-going basis it is important to identify your 

compulsive sexual behaviors. Many find it helpful to make lists of three types of 

behaviors: 

 Inner circle (also called bottom line or addictive behaviors) are the ones you 

choose to avoid because they are innately unhealthy for you. 

 Middle circle behaviors are slippery-slope activities that can lead to your inner 

circle. 

 Outer circle behaviors are the joy of life – they are the behaviors that provide the 

satisfaction you thought acting out would provide but never did. They are the 

meaningful activities that replace acting out as we learn to care for ourselves and 

enjoy life. 
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Here are three tips: 

1. Do not neglect this task! Write your circles in the blank charts that follow this 

discussion, or write them in a blank list below, but write them. You will need a 

concrete image of what acting out is for you, what situations or behaviors might 

lead you to act out, and what behaviors are your best, healthiest, and most 

rewarding. 

2. Your circles are never going to be 100% complete. Your compulsive sexual 

behaviors will change over time. 

3. Invest time defining your outer circle. Your new, healthy life will happen there. 

Track your activities. Note those that are good for you and add them to your outer 

circle. Make it a goal to keep expanding it for the rest of your life.  

Ask someone in your group to review your definitions for clarity and comprehension. 

NOTES: 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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OUTER CIRCLE 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

MIDDLE CIRCLE 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________ 

 

INNER CIRCLE 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________ 

 

 

Questions for discussion, contemplation, or journaling: 

 

Exercise 1: Which stage in the Addiction Shame Cycle is the safest?  

 

Exercise 2: Describe the relationship between the Three Circles, the Bubble, and the 

Addiction Shame Cycle.  

 

Exercise 3: Can you overlay the Three Circles and the Bubble on the Addiction Shame 

Cycle?
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1st SAMPLE SOBRIETY PLAN SCHEDULE 
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The Tools of Recovery 
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Introduction to the Tools of Recovery 

 

The first 12 tools of recovery - and by far the most important - are the 12 Steps of SAA. 

 

The 12 Steps work across cultures, languages, and religions.  

 

The 12 Steps work for the rich and the poor, the well-educated, and the uneducated.  

 

The 12 Steps work for communists, socialists, capitalists and every other form of 

governmental paradigm. 

 

To work them requires absolute resolve and those capable of such commitment are 

almost certainly assured recovery.  

 

Therefore, the first thing we do is set aside time to work the Steps, ideally on a daily 

basis.  

 

Because Step work can be triggering, it is wise to develop a plan that will help us not act 

out. 

 

The literature of recovery and the behavior modification techniques of addiction therapy 

contain many strategies and tactics that can be used by the determined addict to stay 

“dry” long enough to work the Steps and get sober. 

 

What follows is a brief overview of some of the more popular and effective tools used by 

the Triangle Area SAA community.  
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Memorize the 12 Steps 

 

This is so obvious it is hard to imagine the need to state it. 

 

The fact is an unsettling number of regular meeting attendees have yet to memorize them. 

This is sheer pridefulness; the addict's private, rebellious declaration that “I already know 

what the Step means so why do I have to memorize what it actually says?”  

 

We believe that AA's greatest gift to humankind is the precise phrasing of the individual 

Steps. They are brilliant guideposts that represent the condensed wisdom of hundreds, if 

not thousands, of minds struggling to mark the way out of the darkness of addiction. 

 

Memorizing them exactly will eliminate confusion over what to do, will save valuable 

time, and will spare you avoidable pain.  

 

If you have not already done so, take a moment to memorize the Steps. You would be 

wise to look upon any reluctance to commit the Steps to memory as simple willfulness, 

the poison fruit of pride.  

 

 The antidote to pride is humility, the honest admission that willfulness is 

poison. Memorizing the Steps is the next right, humble thing to do.
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Practice Self-Care  

 

Self-care is the attentive regard paid to one’s own well-being across all dimensions: 

spiritual, physical, mental, and psychological. 

 

Addicts entering the program talk frequently about how tired they are; how it is 

impossible to complete all they have to do. Life for them is one long series of occasions 

when they arrive late, perform poorly, argue with family, and/or face looming financial 

meltdowns.  

 

Sadly, it is very difficult for the newcomer to understand that most of the drama in his or 

her life is self-inflicted and avoidable, the product of poor self-care. 

 

Newcomers should chronicle their daily activities for a few days and look for ways to 

avoid or eliminate stressors. 

 

 Spiritual 

o Learn to pray and meditate alone 

o Attend prayer and meditation meetings 

o Memorize some prayers and recite them throughout the day 

o Subscribe to daily devotionals. 

o Give thanks at all times, in all places, under all circumstances. 

 Physical 

o Go to bed at a decent hour. Every day. Really. 

o Go for long walks. Take your dog. Dogs are experts on long walks.  

o Eat nutritious meals regularly. 

o Drink plenty of water every day. 

 Mental 

o Take mental health breaks when you can. 

o Do something fun on your list of Ten Fun Things To Do. 

o Ask your dog if going for a walk is fun. 

o Eat some chocolate. 

 Psychological 

o If you need a therapist, get one. 

o If your doctor prescribes medications, take them as directed. 

o Do more than attend meetings. Socialize a bit after the meeting ends. 

o Get to know other people; end your loneliness. 

o Do random acts of kindness. 

 

You will notice that the larger non-addicted community commonly promotes and 

practices these activities all the time. In fact, addicts often say they know they need to go 

to sleep earlier, eat better, etc. They “just do not.” 

 

Is your self-care what it should be? What can you do now to improve it?
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Identify Ten Immediate Rewards 

 

For a long time, we reinforced our destructive behavior by using the pleasures of sex to 

numb the pains of life. Sex is certainly an intense reward. We now want to break that 

habit (Inner Circle) and replace it with new, healthier choices (Outer Circle).  

 

Human beings need a reason to abandon a behavior or to adopt a new one. Life-changing 

motivation comes in two flavors: Enjoyable Rewards and Unpleasant Rewards. 

 

We want to focus on positive rewards. Most addicts begin the Program with only a 

handful of enjoyable rewards that are not related to acting out. For a sad few, the only 

reward they allow themselves is to act out.  

 

Step work is hard and often very triggering. Without a positive, healthy reward to 

immediately reinforce the new behavior (Step work, attending meetings, calling others, 

service work, etc.), it will soon feel like torture. Torture builds a resentment that will 

justify acting out. We need to associate positive rewards with Step work because our 

addict brain is actively looking for reasons to not work the Steps.  

 

To start and maintain a steady program of Step work will depend greatly on how well and 

how consistently we reward our new habits. We should select our reward ahead of time 

and always provide it. 

 

An important aspect of this reward system is that it should be for you and you alone. 

Taking your significant other out for dinner is fun and rewarding but it is not what we 

have in mind. In a sense, this is another form of good self-care. You are the one doing the 

challenging Step work to get sober. You should be the one rewarded.  

 

Another key point is that you should reward yourself immediately after your practice 

your new behavior or as close to it as possible. Delayed gratification loses its intensity.  

 

It takes time to identify healthy rewards. Before you write your sobriety plan or do any 

Step work, make a list of ten immediate, wonderful, and personal rewards. You can write 

on the page opposite this one or in your journal. Frequent examples include: 

 

1. Chocolate (if on your diet) 

2. Go for a walk in the country. 

3. Have fun playing. 

4. Going to a movie. 

5. Buying some music / clothes. 

6. Take yourself to dinner.  

7. Attending a concert or sports event. 

8. Take the day off. 

9. Go fishing.  

10. Take a nap. 
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Commit To Rigorous Honesty  

 

You walked in the meeting room door a world-class liar. 

 

Point of fact, you walked into a roomful of world-class liars. 

 

Even though we are mindful of the cost of lying, we continue to lie. If you are like the 

rest of us before we got sober, you go through the day lying - even when the truth will do. 

 

You need to stop lying to work this program and to help you do that we recommend a 

little, simple exercise. 

 

We recommend that for the first few weeks you practice telling the truth in all 

circumstances. 

 

If a workmate invites you to lunch at a place you do not like, say so, tactfully.  

 

Keep track of the number of times you lie. Check it in at meetings and phone calls. 

 

There are two points to this exercise. The first is clear: To Break Yourself of the Habit of 

Lying. The second is not as obvious. By monitoring your conversations throughout the 

day, you will become aware of all of the unnecessary energy you waste thinking up 

transparent lies when simply telling the truth would cost you nothing. 

 

We lie for no reason at all. 

 

We lie when the truth will do. 

 

That can end now if you want. 
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Attend Meetings Regularly 

 

Isolation is not our friend and never has been. 

 

It robs us of all the comforts of human companionship and allows our deep-rooted shame 

to fully occupy our minds. 

 

Worse, it is in isolation that relentless self-criticism blares in our heads, sapping our will, 

and pushing hope away. 

 

For these and other reasons it is imperative that we attend meetings regularly. We need to 

immerse ourselves in the new atmosphere of hope and change. We need to meet people 

who share our struggle but not our despair. We need to re-attune our ear to the strange 

new sound of the truth being spoken. We need to tell our own story, honestly. 

 

Thirty meetings in 30 days is a good beginning for the newcomer. Sixty meetings in 60 

days is better still. AA recommends ninety meetings in 90 days. 

 

There are many types of SAA meetings: Regular; Educational; Prayer and Meditation; 

Step Class meetings. You can learn more about them at http://www.saatriangle.org/area-

meeting-list.html. 

 

You can combine SAA meetings with open AA meetings to fill the days with hope.  

 

If you travel or live in an area where meetings are not currently held, you can add 

teleconference or web-based meetings by visiting the SAA International Service 

Organization at https://saa-recovery.org/Meetings. 

 

Make a schedule each week. Report your progress in check-ins. 

 

If you slip, start over. Stick to it. 

 

 You can hold your own meeting any time you want by holding a conference 

call with three or more recovery partners joining in. Caller A calls Caller B 

who conferences Caller C and so on. 

 

 Each gets 3 minutes to check in and 5 minutes can be devoted to a topic of 

interest or to allow someone in trouble extra time to talk things through. 

 

 This is an especially effective strategy whenever you travel. 
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Establish a Daily Phone Program 

 

Shame can isolate us even when we are in a crowd, triggering us to act out. 

 

The workplace is a particularly tempting place. We can hide in our office, cubicle, or car 

and pretend to work. 

 

Others of us find ourselves isolating at home just after work, before the wife or kids get 

home. 

 

There is a straightforward way to avoid the isolation trap: Call someone in the program or 

arrange for someone to call you during those times you are most vulnerable. 

 

Most meetings maintain a list of people willing to accept phone calls. Ask for one. 

 

Announce that you would like three people willing to accept your calls to speak with you 

after the meeting. 

 

Put their phone number in your cell phone immediately. Call them before they depart to 

ensure you entered their number correctly and so that they will have your contact 

information. 

 

Tell them when you are most vulnerable and need them to call. Ask them when they want 

you to call. Be there for them. 

 

Three calls a day (morning, noon and night) is a healthy average. 

 

 You can strengthen your sobriety plan by arranging to make and receive 

phone calls at those times of the day when you usually act out.  

 

 You can magnify the benefit of the phone call by holding a conference call 

with three or more recovery partners joining in. Caller A calls Caller B who 

conferences Caller C and so on. 

 

 Each gets 3 minutes to check in and 5 minutes can be devoted to a topic of 

interest or to allow someone in trouble extra time to talk things through. 
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Journaling and Positive Self-Talk 

 

Negative self-talk is the most destructive ongoing activity we engage in and is chiefly 

responsible for keeping us on some stage of the Addiction Shame Cycle. 

 

This negative internal dialogue began on the playground when we were children and 

were the last one picked for the team, continued into high school with all of its social 

pitfalls, and is still at work today, whispering that we are frauds when we project a 

composed and confident persona at work. 

 

As awful as it is, internal dialogue is remarkably responsive to counter-measures. This 

quotation from Hazelden Meditations explains why. 

 

One comes, finally, to believe whatever one repeats to one's self, whether the 

statement is true or false. 

Napoleon Hill 

 

Our inner dialogue can have awesome power. It often determines the behavior that 

defines who we are. We do, of course, have some choice as to the direction this inner 

dialogue will take. It is as easy to affirm our self-worth with positive messages as it is to 

tear ourselves down with negative ones, yet many of us habitually prefer negative 

patterns of thought. 

 

We become proficient at what we practice daily. The sustained use of positive self-

affirmation profoundly contributes to our well-being and can change the course of our 

lives. All we need do is develop the discipline to make these positive messages habitual. 

In so doing, we align our vision of ourselves with God's. We are imperfect creatures who 

need daily, loving encouragement. 

 

The messages I give myself today will remind me that I am a capable and lovable child of 

God. 

 

 Keeping a journal allows us to write down our negative messages (a Trigger) 

as they occur as well as the feelings (a Trigger) we experienced.  

 

 Taking the time to write positive statements aimed directly at the negative 

ones gets us off the Addiction Shame Cycle and moves us in the direction of 

wholeness and confidence. 

 

 Once you have written your positive self-affirmation consider writing it on 

your bathroom mirror at night so that it is the first thing you read in the 

morning. Email it to your work address so that you can open it when you get 

there. If your computer allows it, add it to your screensaver so that it scrolls 

on the monitor when it is idle. 
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Read and Write Positive Literature 

 

Another excellent way to combat the negative internal dialogue is to read positive 

literature. In no particular order, here is a short list of recommended books.  

 

 AA Big Book  

 The AA Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions (available as a free download) 

 SAA Green Book  

 By Patrick Carnes 

o A Gentle Path Through the Twelve Steps 

o A Gentle Path Through the Twelve Traditions 

o Out of the Shadows 

o Sexual Anorexia 

o Facing the Shadow (workbook) 

o Recovery Zone 

o Don't Call It Love 

o Open Hearts: Renewing Relationships with Recovery, Romance, and 

Reality (with Laaser & Laaser) 

 Answers In The Heart available from Hazelden 

 Drop the Rock: Removing Character Defects -- Steps Six and Seven by Bill P. 

 Breathing Underwater by Richard Rohr 

 Mindfulness for Beginners by Jon Kabat Zinn 

 Wherever You Go, There You Are by Jon Kabat Zinn 

 The Magic by Rhonda Byrne 

 The Spirituality of Imperfection by Ernest Kurtz 

 The Gifts of Imperfection by Brene Brown 

 Daring Greatly: How the Courage To Be Vulnerable Transforms the Way We 

Live, Love, Parent and Lead by Brene Brown 

 Unattended Sorrow: Recovering from Loss and Reviving the Heart by Stephen 

Levine 

 Prayers for Difficult Times compiled by Barbour Staff 

 The Places That Scare You by Pema Chondron 

 The Hole in the Sidewalk by Claudia Black 

 The Brain that Changes Itself: Stories of Personal Triumph from the Frontiers of 

Brain Science by Norman Doidge 

 You Can't Make Me Angry by Dr. Paul O 

 Healing the Hardware of the Soul by Daniel Amen 

 There's More to Quitting Drinking Than Quitting Drinking by Dr. Paul O 

 Night Light by James & Shirley Dobson 

 The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho 

 Living Sober (AA literature) 

 By Scott Peck 

o The Road Less Traveled 

o The Road Less Traveled Further Along 

o The Road Less Traveled and Beyond 
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 By David Burns, PhD 

o Feeling Good: The New Mood Therapy 

o Ten Days to Self-Esteem 

o The Feeling Good Handbook (Plume) 

 Mind Over Mood: Change How You Feel by Changing the Way You Think by 

Dennis Greenberger, Ph.D. and Christine Padesky, Ph.D. 

 

Start your own library of recovery literature and read it regularly. Well-written classics 

like those on the list will offer wisdom each time you reach for them. 

 

Another way to bring positive energy to your day is to join email distribution lists that 

deliver an inspirational email daily.  

 

You can subscribe to Hazelden’s at http://www.hazelden.org/web/public/join.page 

 

You can reinforce the positive message you read by writing down your reactions to it. Do 

you agree with it? Can you recall a time in your life when the example applied to you? 

How can you begin to apply it in your life now? 

 

Share your writings with your classmates, accountability partners, co-sponsor, or sponsor. 

 

If your SAA group has one, consider submitting it to the local newsletter.  

 

The take-home lesson is this: The best way to end the negative self-talk is to change the 

subject.  
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Pray and Meditate 

 

All 12 Step programs are spiritual programs, founded on the principle that compulsive, 

destructive addictive behavior is the hallmark of a conflicted soul; a soul recklessly 

committed to perfection and tortured by persistent failure.  

 

As self-appointed accuser, judge, and jury, Addicts engage in endless self-judgment and 

condemnation. The god of the addict’s understanding lacks compassion and insists on 

payment in full for sins of commission and omission.  

 

The 12 Steps state the way out of our self-inflicted suffering is to accept the free, 

undeserved, unearnable love and forgiveness of God. That is what is meant by “From 

Shame to Grace.” 

 

The 12 Steps are for the perpetually ashamed and guilt-ridden who desperately need 

Grace but who will not allow themselves to accept it precisely because it is free. 

 

Prayer and meditation are the moments in our lives we carve out specifically to connect 

with the Universe beyond us, to ask questions like:  

 

 What would my life look like if I were sober?  

 Why do I insist things be done perfectly when I know perfection is impossible?  

 What would it take to be free of the need to always be right?  

 Do I have to hate myself? 

 How do I stop? 

 

When we pray and meditate, we invite hope and compassion to join the conversation. We 

stop doing and start being.  

 

Prayer and meditation are the roads that help us to accept the Grace we desperately need 

and that has always been ours. 
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Get a Sponsor, Co-Sponsor, or Accountability Partner 

 

Getting a Sponsor 

 

The line from the Big Book goes something like, “If you see someone who has the kind 

of recovery you want, ask that person to be your sponsor.” 

 

Excellent advice. 

 

To find someone with that kind of recovery, you must attend meetings, pay attention to 

what is said, get to know people and allow yourself to be known, the benefits of which 

are as real as they are obvious. 

 

Do not be shy. (Well, you can be shy but that will not help you.) 

 

Get out of your comfort zone. 

 

Ask for what you need. 

 

Ask (politely) as many people as necessary. 

 

Go to any lengths. 

 

You know that time in every meeting when the facilitator says, “It is now time for SAA 

related announcements?” 

 

That is your cue to stand up, introduce yourself, say you need a sponsor, and ask that 

anyone interested reach out to you at the end of the meeting. 

 

Do NOT take it personally if no one responds. Everyone has life constraints. 

 

Attend more meetings. Introduce yourself to more people. 

 

An effective strategy is to ask someone to sponsor you to find a sponsor. That person will 

support your efforts and help you strategize. 

 

Yet another successful approach is to find a temporary sponsor to help you through the 

first couple of Steps while simultaneously looking for a permanent sponsor.  

 

Sponsors looking for new sponsees will occasionally join the Step Class to evaluate the 

students. Distinguish yourself in the Step Class by actively participating, doing the work, 

reading the material, and learning other people’s names and stories.  

 

Persevere. 
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Co-Sponsor 

 

If push comes to shove, you do not need a sponsor to work the Steps. What is required is 

access to 12 Step materials and a resolve to work them. Incarcerated prisoners daily 

demonstrate the truth of this by successfully working the Steps without a sponsor being 

physically present. They rely on letters from people willing to serve as correspondence 

sponsors, but this role is nothing like the traditional sponsor role. 

 

Luckily, if you cannot find a sponsor you also have the option of working with a co-

sponsor(s), ideally in a Step Class. 

 

A co-sponsor is someone who works the Steps with you. In this type of working 

relationship each party helps the other work the Steps. They support one another through 

phone calls, getting to meetings, and actively discuss the Steps. 

 

This is an excellent near-term strategy to work the Steps until you find a sponsor. 

 

 

Accountability Partner 

 

The responsibilities of an accountability partner are similar to those of a co-sponsor.  

 

An accountability partner differs from a co-sponsor in that an accountability partner does 

not have to be an addict or even in SAA. 

 

It just needs to be someone who understands your addictive behavior and with whom you 

can be completely honest about your daily actions. They are usually strong, close friends.  

 

Most commonly, however, we find and make our accountability partners at SAA 

meetings. 

 

To establish this kind of relationship, you must allow yourself to be known. Look for 

someone willing to take your calls and who can provide impartial, even-handed feedback 

when you are especially vulnerable. 

 

Explain your Three Circles and your triggers as best you can. If you have a Sobriety Plan, 

share it with your accountability partner.  
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Add Aphorisms to Your Conversation 

 

Aphorisms, or sayings, express in simple terms some rich wisdom or truth.  

 

Guides that point to safe passage or that warn of danger, they are easy to remember 

recovery tools that should be in everyone’s sobriety plan. 

 

This section contains a few of the more common aphorisms most of which come to us 

from AA.  

 

In this exercise you must define what the aphorisms mean and then give an example 

of how and when to use it. 

 

You are encouraged to expand on this purposefully brief list. Listen for them in the 

meetings and discussions. 

 

Your facilitator will help you with ones you do not understand. 

 

 

APHORISM WHAT IT MEANS APPLYING IT 

Let go and let God.   

One day at a time.   

F.E.A.R. (negative)   

F.E.A.R. (positive)   

H.A.L.T.   

My best thinking got 

me here. 

  

I have not done that 

yet. (negative) 

  

I have not done that 

yet. (positive) 

  

The heart of anger is 

always fear. 

  

Feelings are not 

facts. 

  

Whatever I put 

ahead of the 

Program is the 

second thing I will 

lose. 
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Write a Sobriety Plan 
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Write a Sobriety Plan Using the Tools of Recovery 

 

It is now time to use what you have learned to write a sobriety plan tailored for you. Once 

you have done that, you will convert your written sobriety plan into a weekly schedule to 

help keep you on track. 

 

There are plenty of theories on how people change but for our purposes change happens 

in two phases. The first phase involves changing our immediate environment and 

improving self-care. These “low hanging fruit” of a healthier lifestyle are preventive 

measures.  

 

The second phase changes our mental interior, re-arranging how we respond to Triggers, 

and is the specialty of cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). We discuss both here. 

 

This is an example of a Phase 1 plan that includes 3 distinct types of activities: 

 

What actions do you take to “work your recovery program,” to actively participate 

in SAA and pursue this path to health? 

 Example -- I attend # (      ) number of SAA meetings each week.     

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 

How do I keep my body, mind, and spirit strong so that I can make smart decisions, 

tolerate discomfort, and resist temptations? Many people will include how they 

prevent the H.A.L.T. states of being (Hunger, Anger, Loneliness, Tiredness), but there 

are many other states of mind that predispose a person to acting out. What states put 

YOU at risk? 
 

 Example -- I eat three good meals daily (because when I am hungry I do not 

think clearly.) 

 Example -- I pay my bills every two weeks (so that I do not get behind and 

become anxious.) 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 
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Practical Prevention Steps – what do I do to make triggers unlikely and to make 

acting out more difficult to arrange? (If you need more ideas, ask for suggestions.  

Brothers in the program will have lots of suggestions.) 

 Example – Put porn filters on all Internet-enabled devices so erotic images and 

websites are blocked. Or limit my Internet access to only those sites that I 

know are safe for me (“white listing” web sites). 

 Example – Get rid of every phone number and every email address of all my 

acting out partners.  

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________ 

 

Phase 2 Sobriety Plans are built on self-awareness, on understanding how and why 

our Triggers make us believe we “have to act out.” Journaling, Prayer and 

Meditation, and talking honestly about our feelings are critical if this is to work,  

 

Phase 2 Sobriety Plans replace the old story we tell ourselves (Old Cognition, i.e., “I 

acted out again. I will never stop”) to justify our acting out (Old Behavior.)  

 

Phase 2 Sobriety Plans write our new story (New Thinking, i.e., “I will stop acting 

out if I keep trying and work the Steps”) in the form of strategic interventions (New 

Behaviors) we will use when we are triggered.  

 

A simplified look at the Addiction Shame Cycle looks some something like this: 

 

Trigger  Avoid the Trigger (Crave)   Ritual   Acting Out  

 

The Trigger causes us discomfort so we avoid the Trigger and try to numb it (crave). 

Craving is never enough so we Act Out.  

 

Writing a sobriety plan amounts to doing this: 

 

Trigger  Confront the Trigger  Get off the Addiction Shame Cycle  New 

Healthier Behavior 

 

Our addict brain convinced us long ago that we can do nothing about our Triggers except 

numb ourselves. That may have been true when we were children, or drunk, or isolated, 

but it certainly is not true now.  

 

A good sobriety plan will keep us Abstinent or “Dry” long enough for us to get Sober by 

working the 12 Steps. 

 

For this approach to work, we must identify our Triggers. 
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To uncover all our individual triggers will take time. We can start with the Triggers we 

all share: 

 

Person Place Circumstance Feeling 

Parents / Family Home Hungry Angry / Fear 

Boss / Co-workers School Tired (physical) Tired (mentally) 

Exes Work Isolated Anxious 

Spouse / Children Acting Out Place Abandoned Lonely 

    

    

 

The goal of this exercise is for you to confront your Triggers using the Tools of 

Recovery you read about earlier.  

THIS IS THE TEMPLATE YOU WILL USE TO CONSTRUCT YOUR PLAN. 

 Trigger  Old Response (Distorted Thought / Feeling / Action) 

o New Undistorted Thinking - Use a Tool of Recovery to stay sober or, 

o New Self-talk - Use a Tool of Recovery to stay sober or, 

o New Action - Use a Tool of Recovery to stay sober  

HERE ARE A COUPLE OF EXAMPLES TO GET YOU STARTED: 

 Example - When I talk with my ex-wife, I feel sad. This makes me crave. 

o Phone Program - I will arrange to make “bookend” phone calls before I 

call my ex-wife. 

o Self-talk - I will comfort myself by telling myself that sadness is natural 

and remind myself that my sadness will pass.  

o Self-talk – I will gently remind myself that acting out will only make 

matters worse. 

o Prayer and Meditation - I will sincerely pray for her and for our family. 

 Example – When I get a bonus at work, I think I deserve to act out. 

o Self-talk - When I think I deserve to hire a prostitute I will remember that 

it is not right for me to use myself or another person that way. 

o I will care for myself by calling my accountability partner. 

o I will look for a meeting to go to. 

o I will get a new perspective by doing service work instead. 

 Example – When I isolate, I want to surf the Net.  

o Put filters or blockers on all Internet-enabled apparatus. 

o I will lock my laptop and cell in the trunk of my car. 

o I will go for a walk. 

o I will call someone on my phone program. 
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You can start to write your sobriety plan on this page. An effective plan usually take 

several pages. 

 Your TRIGGER _______________.  

o Old Response ___________. 

o New Undistorted Thinking - _____________________ 

o New Self-talk - _____________________ 

o New Action - _____________________ 

o New Action - _____________________ 

 

 Your TRIGGER _______________.  

o Old Response ___________. 

o New Undistorted Thinking - _____________________ 

o New Self-talk - _____________________ 

o New Action - _____________________ 

o New Action - _____________________ 

 

 Your TRIGGER _______________.  

o Old Response ___________. 

o New Undistorted Thinking - _____________________ 

o New Self-talk - _____________________ 

o New Action - _____________________ 

o New Action - _____________________ 

 

 Your TRIGGER _______________.  

o Old Response ___________. 

o New Undistorted Thinking - _____________________ 

o New Self-talk - _____________________ 

o New Action - _____________________ 

o New Action - _____________________ 

We recommend you develop strategies for your Inner Circle and your Middle Circle 

behaviors. 
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Write a Weekly Sobriety Plan Schedule 

 

Now that you have created a sobriety plan it is time to turn it into a schedule for the week 

ahead. Doing so makes it possible to review the schedule with your sponsor or 

accountability partner at the end of each week to assess how well you adhered to the 

plan.  

 

Ask yourself where you did well. Celebrate your successes. 

 

As you review the schedule, look for patterns where you skipped the same task. Ask 

yourself why you did not complete the activity and try to think of legitimate reasons you 

failed. What threw you off your schedule? What can you do to ensure you complete the 

task the coming week? 

 

For example, maybe you planned to read positive literature when you got home from 

work and discovered you were too tired to concentrate on it. Can you move that activity 

to another time instead of trying to force yourself?  

 

It will take some time (think weeks) and a lot of honest self-examination to get a plan that 

works.  

 

Be prepared to go to any lengths to make it work. It is the best way we know of to stay 

dry while working the Steps.  

 

We included a sample weekly sobriety plan to demonstrate the idea. There are plenty of 

applications that can produce a schedule like the one below. You can also download the 

template from the Triangle SAA website [http://www.saatriangle.org]. 

 

Once it is complete, share it with your support network, the people you call when you are 

in trouble.  

 

With a strong, energized sobriety plan in place, you are ready to work the Steps.  
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2nd SAMPLE SOBRIETY PLAN SCHEDULE 
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RECOVERY 

In the same way that working Steps 1 – 3 leads to our survival,                          

working Steps 4 – 9 leads to our recovery. 

- 

Working Steps 4 - 5 
 

 

Legend has it that, one evening, an old Cherokee told his grandson about a battle 

that goes on inside people. He said, "My son, the battle is between two wolves 

inside us all. One is life-taking. It is anger, envy, jealousy, sorrow, regret, greed, 

arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority, 

and ego. The other is life giving. It is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, 

kindness, benevolence, empathy, generosity, truth, compassion, and faith." 

 
The grandson thought about it for a minute and then asked his grandfather, 

“Which wolf wins?” 

 
The old Cherokee replied, "The one you feed.”
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Introduction to Step 4 

 

Step 4 is no picnic.  

 

The Cherokee parable should orient you to the fact that for most of your life you have 

been feeding the wrong wolf.  

 

To begin, consider Step 4 from the point of view of the Addiction Shame Cycle.  

 

Triggers are the first stage of the cycle. Triggers can be Persons, Places, Circumstances, 

and/or Emotions. These factors have one thing in common: their memory or presence is 

painful to us. This includes joy, happiness, elation, and success which paradoxically 

cause us pain by eliciting feelings of unworthiness, shame, and fear of failure or of being 

frauds. 

 

It is our Triggers that drive our addiction. They are the engine, the nuclear power plant 

that drives our unwanted, destructive behavior.  

 

The Excel workbooks used to work Step 4 consists of several spreadsheets, one each for 

Resentments, General Hurts, Sexual Hurts, Fear, Shame, Guilt, and Virtues, or some 

variation of these.  

 

Taking a moral inventory of our Resentments, General Hurts, Sexual Hurts, Fear, Shame, 

and Guilt is simply another way of thinking about the People, Places, Circumstances and 

Emotions that trigger our acting out. 

 

However, done correctly, a moral inventory does more than identify and describe our 

resentments, general hurts, sexual hurts, fear, shame and guilt. It allows us to see clearly 

our part in their continued presence in our lives as destructive triggers. Fearlessness and 

rigorous honesty allow us to own that we actively preserve and perpetuate these hurtful 

experiences. We keep these memories alive because we want to not because we have to. 

 

Admitting that we keep resentments and hurts alive in our psyche gives us a new choice: 

We can let them go and end their influence. We have the option to revisit the past and 

reinterpret what happened with eyes that are less judgmental and a forgiving spirit that is 

more understanding.  

 

As we consider those painful events with sober eyes, we see something new. We will 

detect repeating patterns. In our madness we did the same thing over and over, despite the 

cost, always hoping for a different outcome. 

 

Comprehending that our behavior followed a pattern(s) allows us to understand ourselves 

- and some of those who hurt us - not as free agents bent on willful destruction but as 

captives in a shared tragedy. We simply did not know a better way to be. 
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It is hard to see it before working Step 4 but the truth is that even in the middle of our 

worst acting out, we were doing the very best we could using the flawed tools that 

had worked before. Embracing this truth will lead inextricably to compassion for 

ourselves and others.  

 

Compassion calls us to forgive and forgiveness is the threshold to healing.  

 

Once we heal “we will not regret the past nor wish to shut the door on it.”
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What Is Step 4?  

 

Write Step 4 from memory: 

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

If you have not committed it to memory, stop now. Memorize it.  

 

It makes no sense for you to try to work a Step if you do not know what it says.  

 

This is no time for half-measures.  

 

Remember what is at stake.  

 

Find someone in the class to help you memorize it. This should take all of five (5) 

minutes.  

 

Write Step 4 from memory 

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

Continue when you have it memorized.  
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What Is Step 4 Asking? 

 

To be effective, this manual must be used in combination with dedicated reading of 

recovery literature. If you have not already done so, take a moment to read Step 4 in the 

SAA Green Book, the AA Big Book, and the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of AA 

(usually referred to as the Twelve and Twelve) several times beforehand. 

 

Write Step 4: 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Draw a circle around the words you think are the most important in Step 4. Be prepared 

to discuss why you select them. What in this Step will you find the most difficult or 

challenging? Why? Discuss this with someone in the class. 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Keeping the words you circled in mind, what is the Step asking you to do? Please write 

this out. 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Discuss this in class. 

 

 

Let us return to the 6 Steps website I referenced previously and learn a little more about 

the evolution and original purpose of Step 4. To keep things interesting this time we look 

at another version of the early 6 Step Program. 

 

http://hindsfoot.org/steps6.html 

 

This quote comes from the website: 

 

Another version of the six steps appears in the pamphlet "Three Talks to Medical 

Societies by Bill W., Co-Founder of Alcoholics Anonymous," page 8 (this was a 

presentation given by Bill in April 1958 to the New York City Medical Society on 

Alcoholism). In describing the visit made by Ebby T to his home, Bill wrote,  

 

“Next Ebby enumerated the principles he had learned from the Oxford Group. In 

substance here they are as my friend applied them to himself in 1934:  

1. Ebby admitted that he was powerless to manage his own life.

http://hindsfoot.org/steps6.html
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2. He became honest with himself as never before; made an “examination 

of conscience.” 

3. He made a rigorous confession of his personal defects and thus quit living 

alone with his problems. 

4. He surveyed his distorted relations with other people, visiting them to 

make what amends he could. 

5. He resolved to devote himself to helping others in need, without the usual 

demands for personal prestige or material gain. 

6. By meditation, he sought God's direction for his life and the help to 

practice these principles of conduct at all times. 

 

The connection between Step 2 in this early version and our modern Step 4 is clear. Then 

as now, the Program challenges us to be honest with ourselves as never before, fearlessly 

examining our conscience in order to confess our defects of character.  

 

The founders of AA did not say it directly but they clearly understood the trigger role 

played by our shortcomings and actively sought to nullify and remove them.  

 

Yes, Step 4 is no picnic but you have prepared for it. In the previous three Steps you used 

and assimilated into your new nature several spiritual principles. You will call on all of 

them now. 

 

Admit we need to do this (Surrender.)  

 

Be open-minded enough to try something new.  

 

A willingness to do the work.  

 

Have courage to face the past.  

 

Maintain a commitment to honesty.  

 

Have faith in our HP, our fellowship and ourselves.  

 

Trust in the power of love to heal.  

 

Practice humility. 

 

Hope. 

 

With these you have all you need.  
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What Does a Good Step 4 Look Like?  

 

The primary principle we invoke in Step 4 is Courage. 

 

Traditionally, Step 4 is worked using a modified AA workbook in Excel format.  

 

You can find any number of them by Googling the phrase Step 4 workbook.  

 

Each Excel 4th Step workbook comes with clear instructions which must be honored if 

the work is to yield meaningful results.  

 

The most important of the instructions is that the columns be completed one at a time 

starting at the top and proceeding downwards until that column is complete before 

moving on to the next column. Doing so allows you to make faster progress.  

 

Read the SAA Green Book and the AA Twelve and Twelve’s discussion of Step 4 several 

times. Additionally, do your best to listen to those involved in working Step 4 in the 

class. Let their experience inform you. 

 

Do NOT attempt to work this Step alone. That would be foolhardy. 

 

Fourth Step Prayer 
 

Dear God, 

It is I who has made my life a mess. 

I have done it, but I cannot undo it. 

My mistakes are mine and 

I will begin a searching and fearless moral inventory. 

I will write down my wrongs 

But I will also include that which is good. 

I pray for the strength to complete the task. 
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Different Ways to Work Step 4  

 

We present three related approaches to working Step 4 but only discuss the Triangle Area 

SAA version in-depth.  

 

One approach is the set of Excel worksheets attributed to a famous AA speaker, Dallas 

B., known for his workshops. You can find them here: http://step12.com/step-4.html. 

 

Another popular approach is the highly variable four-column table version found in many 

AA websites and which represent a somewhat literal interpretation of the AA Big Book's 

instructions. Here are two sample sites: http://our12steps.com/4th-step-inventory-guide/ 

and http://www.sober.org/Step4.html. 

 

Using Seven Deadly Sins as Categories of Defects of Character 
 

A few 4th Step workbooks use the Seven Mortal Sins as column headers to catalogue the 

defects of character. Others use more generalized header descriptions such as Being 

Judgmental.  

 

There are Seven Deadly Sins. There are, however, a great many generalized character 

defects, (procrastination, thoughtlessness, insensitivity, etc.) From a design perspective, it 

is far easier to create an Excel spreadsheet with seven columns of defects of character 

than a long list of more generalized shortcomings. 

 

The Triangle Area SAA version of the 4th Step used at this Retreat employs the Seven 

Deadly Sins categories for that reason.  

 

Using the Seven Deadly Sins is not meant as a slight to atheist or agnostics nor is its 

inclusion some subtle argument meant to advance religion.  

 

Rather, we think believers, doubters and non-believers alike would agree that Sloth, 

Anger, Lust, Greed, Envy, Gluttony, and Pride are destructive by their very nature and 

that all human beings should strive to free themselves from their toxic influence. 

 

It may be easier to identify promiscuity as a defect than to name the Deadly Sin(s) at its 

root. To make using the Triangle Area SAA version of the 4th Step easier, we include on 

the following page a list of character defects that are tied back to the one or more of the 

Seven Deadly Sins, i.e., Promiscuity (L,Gl,S) – Lust, Gluttony, Sloth. 

 

Similarly, we include a list of Positive Character Attributes associated with one or more 

of the Seven Virtues to help with that worksheet.  

 

What defect goes with what sin and what attribute goes with what virtue on the following 

pages are our associations. They are typed on a page, not set in stone, and you are free to 

discuss and reassign them with the help of a facilitator or sponsor.  

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fstep12.com%2Fstep-4.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEPBTpfsTSxG3TMy0xnHHWL2lxpPg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Four12steps.com%2F4th-step-inventory-guide%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNET4BvVl2GHMxiV4oPKdGxvQeuJcQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.sober.org%2FStep4.html&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNF8OzkgvOC2xQGkTKuBGIGvmuAqKg
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List of Step 4 Character Defects 
 

Abrasiveness P Enviousness E Materialism - PEL Self-seeking PAGl 

Aggression A Evasiveness PS Negative Thinking S Short-tempered PAS 

Aloofness P Fear S Neglect – PS Snobbery PAEGl 

Anger Flightiness S Obsessed - SELGl Stinginess Gl 

Apathy S Forgetfulness S Opinionated - PALGl Stubbornness PA 

Argumentativeness PA Gluttony  Over-cautious S Submissive PAS 

Arrogance P Gossiping PLGl Overly-emotional SGl Superficial P 

Attention-seeking PLGl Grandiose PL Passivity S Thin-skinned PA 

Bigotry PA Greed Perfectionism PLEGl Thoughtless PAS 

Belligerent PA Guilty Conscience PA Perversion ALL Tight Gl 

Bitter PAEGr Hate PASE Pessimism PS Timid S 

Bossy PA Head-strong P Preoccupation S Undependable PSGl 

Braggart PAGl Hostile PA Pride  Undisciplined PAS 

Careless S Humorless SGr Procrastination PS Unemotional PA 

Cold-hearted PA Immature PAS Promiscuity LGlS Unfriendly PAS 

Complainer GlP Impatience PA Prudish P Unrealistic PAGl 

Compulsive LGl Impulsive PSL Quarrelsome PA Unromantic PE 

Critical PAE In-authenticity PLGl Rageful PA Unscrupulous PASGlL 

Cruelty PA Inconsiderate PGlL Rebellious PA Un stable S 

Deceitful PGr Inconsistent S Reckless PAGl Vague S 

Defensiveness P Indecisive S Resentful PAE Vanity PGl 

Denial PS Indulgent LES Rudeness PAL Vindictive PASGl 

Dependent S Inhibited SGl Rueful PSGl Vulgar LGlS 

Depression S Insecure S Sarcasm PASGl White-knuckled PASGl 

Detached P Insensitive AS Secretive PGl Withdrawn AS 

Discrimination PA Intolerant PAE Self-centered PAGlL Workaholic PASGl 

Dishonesty PSGr Irritable A Self-condemnation PAS  

Disorganized S Isolationism PS Self-doubting PAS  

Distant P Jealousy PE Self-hating PASGl  

Distrustful PA Laziness SP Self-importance PASGlL  

Dominating PLA Lust Selfishness PASGl  

Dramatic PGl Lying PLGl Self-justification PAS  

Egocentric PGlGr Manipulative PGr Self-pity PS  

    

PRIDE - P  SLOTH – S  ENVY – E  ANGER - A 

 

GREED - Gr  GLUTTONY – Gl  LUST - L
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REVIEW OF RESENTMENTS 
 

HOW TO COMPLETE THE WORKSHEET 

 

COLUMN 1 - List the people, institutions or principles with whom we are angry. Ignore 

Columns 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 is complete.      

            

     

COLUMN 2 - We describe why we are angry. When did it start? How did it happen? Do 

nothing with Column 3 or 4 until Column 2 is complete.     

            

      

COLUMN 3 - Here we say how we were harmed. What dimension of our personality was 

affected? Finish Column 3 before moving on to Column 4.     

            

      

COLUMN 4 - Putting out of our minds the wrongs done to us, we resolutely look for our 

own mistakes. Although the situation may not have been entirely our fault, we try to 

disregard entirely the role the other agent (person, institution, or principle) played. Where 

were we to blame? The inventory is ours, not the other agent’s     

            

       

Reading left to right we now see our resentment (Column 1), why we are angry (Column 

2) the part of us that was hurt or threatened (Column 3) and the exact nature of the 

shortcomings that prevent us from letting go of this resentment. Refer to the List of 

Character Defects for a fuller list of shortcomings.  

 

Here are some helpful hints: 

 

 Before doing any of the worksheets, read the instructions for all of them. This will 

help you differentiate the topics and help you focus each worksheet.  

 We are all different. You might fill up a worksheet and need several extra sheets or 

you might not. Just be thorough.  

 It is easy to get mired in the discomfort of working the first parts of Step 4. Some find 

it easier, more balanced, and more efficient to complete a row or two of virtues after 

every 30 minutes or so of working on the other worksheets.  

 The goal of Step 4 is a new freedom. It is not to punish yourself, nor to create an 

unbalanced and overly negative picture of yourself.  For many of us, this tendency to 

focus on the negative and use self-criticism as a form of self-harm has been with us 

for decades. The goals of this Step are much healthier, kinder, and useful.  
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EXAMPLE - RESENTMENTS 
1) What do you think of the Column 4 is almost blank for “Dad” and completely blank for “Son?” 

2) What about “Work Colleague 2?” 
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REVIEW OF GENERAL HURTS 
 

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS WORKSHEET  
 

This worksheet covers non-sexual hurts we have committed. General Hurts done to us go 

under Resentments. Sexual hurts done to us go in Sexual Hurts.    

            

       

COLUMN 1 - List people we harmed. DO NOT INCLUDE SEXUAL ACTING OUT. 

Ignore Columns 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 is complete.     

            

      

COLUMN 2 - We describe in general terms what we did.  Do nothing with Column 3 or 

4 until Column 2 is complete.         

            

  

COLUMN 3 - Here we examine what part of our character failed us. What dimension of 

our personality is defective? Finish Column 3 before moving on to Column 4.  

            

         

COLUMN 4 - Here we stop making excuses. We own what we did, and why we did it. 

To clean our spiritual house we must first see ourselves exactly as we are.   

            

        

Reading left to right we now see the people we have harmed (Column 1), why we harmed 

them (Column 2), the part of us that caused the harm (Column 3), and the exact nature of 

our character defects that lead to us doing harm. Refer to the List of Character for a fuller 

list of shortcomings.  

 

Here are some helpful hints: 

 

 Before doing any of the worksheets, read the instructions for all of them. This will 

help you differentiate the topics and help you focus each worksheet.  

 We are all different. You might fill up a worksheet and need several extra sheets or 

you might not. Just be thorough.  

 It is easy to get mired in the discomfort of working the first parts of Step 4. Some find 

it easier, more balanced, and more efficient to complete a row or two of virtues after 

every 30 minutes or so of working on the other worksheets.  

 The goal of Step 4 is a new freedom. It is not to punish yourself, nor to create an 

unbalanced and overly negative picture of yourself.  For many of us, this tendency to 

focus on the negative and use self-criticism as a form of self-harm has been with us 

for decades. The goals of this Step are much healthier, kinder, and useful. 
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EXAMPLE – GENERAL HURTS 
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REVIEW OF FEAR - SHAME - GUILT 
 

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS WORKSHEET      

             

COLUMN 1 - Here we list the people, institutions, or principles that we fear or cause us 

to feel shame or guilt. We try not to filter our answers Columns 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 

is complete.           

            

COLUMN 2 - We describe what we fear or that which causes us to feel shame or guilt in 

sufficient detail. Do not describe sexual acts in detail. Do nothing with Column 3 or 4 

until Column 2 is complete.         

            

  

COLUMN 3 - Here we identify that part of our character that supports the fear or is the 

source of our shame or guilt. What dimension of our personality is involved? Finish 

Column 3 before moving on to Column 4.       

            

    

COLUMN 4 - Here we unmask the character defect that allows us to live in fear or to live 

with shame or guilt. We do not make excuses. To clean our spiritual house we must first 

see ourselves exactly as we are.        

            

   

Reading left to right we now see those things we fear, or that cause us to feel shame or 

guilt (Column 1), why they affect us as they do. (Column 2) the part of us that is the 

source of our fear, shame or guilt (Column 3), and the exact nature of our character 

defects that insists we live in fear or with shame or guilt. Refer to the List of Character 

Defects in for a fuller list of shortcomings.  

 

Here are some helpful hints: 

 

 Before doing any of the worksheets, read the instructions for all of them. This will 

help you differentiate the topics and help you focus each worksheet.  

 We are all different. You might fill up a worksheet and need several extra sheets or 

you might not. Just be thorough.  

 It is easy to get mired in the discomfort of working the first parts of Step 4. Some find 

it easier, more balanced, and more efficient to complete a row or two of virtues after 

every 30 minutes or so of working on the other worksheets.  

 

The goal of Step 4 is a new freedom. It is not to punish yourself, nor to create an 

unbalanced and overly negative picture of yourself.  For many of us, this tendency to 

focus on the negative and use self-criticism as a form of self-harm has been with us for 

decades. The goals of this Step are much healthier, kinder, and useful.
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 EXAMPLE – FEAR - SHAME - GUILT 
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REVIEW OF SEXUAL HURTS 
 

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS WORKSHEET       

             

This worksheet covers SEXUAL hurts we suffered as well as SEXUAL hurts we inflicted 

on others. Listing them together allows us to see correlations between what happened to 

us and what we subsequently do to others. We urge those who have suffered sexual abuse 

to seek therapy before working this Step. Experienced clients might even return to 

therapy while working Step 4.         

            

   

COLUMN 1 - We begin by listing those people who sexually harmed us. Use initials 

only. After we have identified them (if any) we name those people we harmed sexually. 

Do not use complete names nor should you provide details like dates and locations. If we 

acted out with a general group of people, list them as a group i.e., “Prostitutes.” Ignore 

Columns 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 is complete.      

            

     

COLUMN 2 - We describe in general terms what happened to us. Then we describe what 

we did to others. Do not describe sexual acts in detail. Do nothing with Column 3 or 4 

until Column 2 is complete.         

            

  

COLUMN 3 - We begin with sexual harms done to us. We put out of our minds the 

wrongs done to us. We resolutely look for our own mistakes. Although the situation may 

not have been our fault, we try to disregard entirely the role the other person played. 

Where were we to blame? The inventory is ours, not the other person’s. When we look at 

harm we have done to others, we ask what part of our character failed us. What 

dimension of our personality was defective? Finish Column 3 before moving on to 

Column 4.           

            

COLUMN 4 - Here we stop making excuses. We have kept these shameful memories 

alive for a reason: To give us a “reason” to act out. We own what happened to us and 

what we did. To clean our spiritual house we must first see ourselves exactly as we are. 

We must fearlessly identify our character defects.      

            

     

Reading left to right we now see the people who harmed us or whom we have harmed 

(Column 1); the role we played as victim or abuser (Column 2); the part of us that failed 

us (Column 3); and the exact nature of our character defects that keeps the shame alive or 

that lead to us doing harm (Column 4). Refer to the List of Character Defects in for a 

fuller list of shortcomings.  
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EXAMPLE – SEXUAL HURTS 
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List of Step 4 Positive Character Attributes 
 

Accountable DH Determined DP Interested HKC Sensual HCKLTP 

Adaptable HKCP Diplomatic HKCPL Intimate HKCTPL Serves Others DHCK 

Adventurous KCH Disciplined DPL Joyful HKCTL Sincere HCKLT 

Alert DHP Dynamic KCP Knowledgeable HTP Skillful DHTP 

Appropriate HKCPL Easygoing HKCP Leader HPKCT Spiritual DHCKLTP 

Assertive D Effective HPKC Listener HPCKL Spontaneous CKL 

Astute DP Efficient HPKC Lively KCT Stable DHTP 

Attentive DPKL Empathetic HKCLP Logical HTP Strong DHCKTLP 

Authentic HLKCP Empowers HKCPL Loving HCKPTL Successful DTP 

Aware DP Enthusiastic HPKL Loyal HDCL Supportive DHCKL 

Brave DHLK Ethical DHPCKL Nurturing KCTPL Tactful HCKLTP 

Calm HKP Excited HPKC Open-Minded HTPCL Trusting HCKLP 

Candid DHLK Expressive HPC Optimism HCKTP Trustworthy HCKLTP 

Capable DH Facilitates HPCKL Organized DHTP Truthful DHCKLTP 

Certain DH Fairness HPCKL Patient  Versatile DHKTP 

Charismatic DHLKP Faithful HPKCPL Peaceful HTPKCL Vibrant HCKL 

Clear DH Fearless HPCPL Planner HTP Warm HCKLTP 

Collaborative DHKP Flexible HP Playful HCKL Willing HCKTLP 

Committed DLP Friendly HPCKL Poised HTPK Wise DHCKLTP 

Communicator DH Generosity HCKL Polite HCKPTL Zealous CKTL 

Compassion DHLKCTP Gratitude HPCKL Powerful DHTP  

Comradeship HLKCP Happy HCKPL Practical DHTPL  

Confident DHCTP Hard Working DP Proactive DTP  

Connected HLKCTP Honest HPDL Problem-Solver DHTP  

Conscious DHKLP Honorable HPDL Productive DTPL  

Considerate DHKLCTP Humorous HKC Punctual DTPKL  

Consistent DHP Imaginative HPC Reliable DTPKL  

Contributes DHLKCP Independent HPKT Resourceful DHTP  

Cooperative HLKP Innovative HPT Responsible DHTPL  

Courageous DHLKCTP Inquiring HPKC Self-confident DHTPL  

Creative DP Integrity HTP Self-generating DHTPL  

Curious PTH Intelligent HTP Self-reliant DHTPCL  

Dedicated DPL Intentional HDP Sense of Humor HCKL  

    

 

 

DILIGENCE - D HUMILITY – H KINDNESS – K TEMPERANCE - T 

 

LOVE / CHASTITY - L CHARITY / GENEROSITY – C PATIENCE - P
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REVIEW OF VIRTUES / POSITIVE ATTRIBUTES 

 

HOW TO COMPLETE THIS WORKSHEET       

             

This worksheet deals with our virtues and positive attributes. The end point of the moral 

inventory is to see ourselves for what we are - imperfect human beings capable of acts of 

great charity and kindness as well as acts that harm unjustly. Be thorough with your 

virtues too. You will need to draw on examples from your life when you acted with 

virtue. This list may become a treasured guidebook for you in the future.   

            

        

COLUMN 1 - We list the person or people we helped. We include ourselves if we 

practiced self-care. If we helped a group of people, identify them as a group. If we helped 

at a soup kitchen, write Soup Kitchen. Ignore Column 2, 3, or 4 until Column 1 is 

complete.           

            

COLUMN 2 - We describe what we did. Include details. Be specific. Do nothing with 

Column 3 or 4 until Column 2 is complete.       

            

    

COLUMN 3 - Here we examine how our actions benefitted us. What dimension of our 

personality improved? Finish Column 3 before moving on to Column 4.   

            

        

COLUMN 4 - We own that we did something good, and why we did it. To practice 

humility, we work to see ourselves exactly as we are and acknowledge the good we have 

done.            

           

Reading left to right we now see the people we have helped (Column 1), how we helped 

(Column 2) the benefit we received (Column 3), and the exact nature of our virtues or 

positive character attributes. 

 

In our experience, coming up with a list of ten virtues is harder for us addicts than writing 

a similar list of character defects. Decades of self-loathing have made it almost 

impossible to be fair to ourselves when we first start this worksheet. Do not be depressed 

if after working for an hour, your list is short. Keep writing. Be fair to yourself. Do not 

stop until your facilitator says that you are done. 
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EXAMPLE – VIRTUES  
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STEP 5 
 

 

One of the great social diseases we communicate to one another is found when we 

huddle beneath the pale light of an insufficient answer to a question we are afraid 

to ask. 

 

     Thomas Merton, Monk 

No Man Is An Island
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Introduction to Step 5 

 

“When we huddle beneath the pale light of an insufficient answer to a question we are 

afraid to ask,” argues Thomas Merton, we accept a self-limited life of cowardice and 

shadows. When we tell ourselves and others that semi-darkness is the best we can do 

because better illumination means handling sharp-edged questions that might cut, we 

compound the cowardice and deepen the darkness. 

 

Step 4 asked us to be Courageous. Step 5 calls us to Integrity. 

 

Before God and another human being, we ask the questions that frighten us in hopes of 

finding answers that might free us.  

 

We admit our part in the sorrows of our lives.  

 

We consider the many times we wasted our lives bouncing from the Victim, to the 

Persecutor and to Rescuer. Rinse. Repeat. 

 

We enumerate our character flaws, and name them out loud. 

 

But that is not all we do. In Step 5, we also list and speak about our virtues, the times 

when we demonstrated the best in ourselves. We admit the good in us and put the lie to 

the addict’s insistence that we are irredeemably “bad.” 

 

Rigorous honesty casts a strong light, and beneath it we finally begin to see ourselves for 

what we are: imperfect human beings struggling to be angels but acting like beasts.  
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What Is Step 5? 

 

Write Step 5 from memory: 

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

If you have not committed it to memory, stop now. Memorize it.  

 

It makes no sense for you to try to work a Step if you do not know what it says.  

 

This is no time for half-measures.  

 

Remember what is at stake.  

 

Find someone in the class to help you memorize it. This should take all of five (5) 

minutes.  

 

Write Step 5 from memory 

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

Continue when you have it memorized.  
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What Is Step 5 Asking? 

 

To be effective, this manual must be used in combination with dedicated reading of 

recovery literature. If you have not already done so, take a moment to read Step 5 in the 

SAA Green Book, the AA Big Book, and the Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of AA 

(usually referred to as the Twelve and Twelve) several times beforehand. 

 

Write Step 5: 

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Draw a circle around the words you think are the most important in Step 5. Be prepared 

to discuss why you select them. What in this Step will you find the most difficult or 

challenging? Why? Discuss this with someone in the class. 

________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Keeping the words you circled in mind, what is the Step asking you to do? Please write 

this out. 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________  

 

Discuss this with your facilitator. 

 

Recall earlier when we learned the first program consisted of only 6 Steps. 

 

http://hindsfoot.org/steps6.html 

 

1. Complete deflation. 

2. Dependence and guidance from a Higher Power. 

3. Moral inventory. 

4. Confession. 

5. Restitution. 

6. Continued work with other alcoholics. 

 

Our modern Step 5 stands alone now as it did when it was known as Step 4. This 

indicates the critical role confession plays in our recovery. The question is Why. 

 

Knowing why you need to confess is essential if your Step 5 is to have meaning. Discuss 

the benefits of confessing with your sponsor and in the class. How does it tie into the 

Addiction Shame Cycle? Search for articles on the Internet. Grow.

http://hindsfoot.org/steps6.html
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What Does A Good Step 5 Look Like? 

 

Step 5 is more than just reading Step 4. Yes, you will read it but there is more going on. 

Step 5 asks us to admit the nature of our wrongs which is not the same as admitting our 

wrongs. 

 

We understand the nature of our wrongs when we look at what we did and identify the 

patterns and underlying causes of our behavior. We did “X” because at heart we are or 

we believe “Y.” 

 

The point of admitting Y is to see ourselves as we truly are. This is necessary if we are to 

decide to behave differently, to believe differently - in short, to live differently. 

 

Confessions occur in private, between at least two people who are centered in the 

moment, focused on a shared goal, inwardly calm and completely trusting of one another. 

 

To ensure the unburdening of past shame, guilt, fear and resentments, the sponsee must 

feel safe and unconditionally accepted. 

 

Step 5 principles are: 

 

 Integrity 

 Courage 

 Self-honesty 

 Commitment 

 Trust 

 

How do you define these principles? How can you use these principles to work Step 5? 

What can you begin to do now to invoke these principles in your life? 
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Working Step 5 

 

An excellent way to focus the mind on this task is to read the SAA Green Book and AA 

Twelve and Twelve’s discussion of Step 5 a few times and discuss it with others.  

 

All reading will lead to an inescapable conclusion: There is only one way to work Step 5 

and that is to do exactly what it says.  

 

We need to “admit to God, to ourselves and to another human being the exact nature of 

our wrongs.” 

 

Note the strong emphasis on the nature of our wrongs. Step 5 does not ask us to recite 

our wrongs in some humiliating ceremony to shame us into better behavior. 

 

Step 5 asks us to examine what we have done, to evaluate ourselves in light of what our 

moral inventory reveals and to admit it to another human being.  

 

It bears repeating that this is not “What are my wrongs,” but “What are my defects of 

character, and what do they say about me?” 

 

Step 5 also asks us to describe events in our lives where we displayed positive attributes, 

to chronicle times when we rose to the occasion and acted selflessly. This part of Steps 4 

and 5 is absolutely central if the moral inventory is to be fair and balanced. 
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A.A. 5th Step Prayer  

 

Higher Power, 

My inventory has shown me who I am, 

Yet I ask for Your help 

In admitting my wrongs to another person and to You. 

Assure me, and be with me, in this Step, 

For without this Step I cannot progress in my recovery. 

With Your help, I can do this, and I do it. 

 

Closing 

 
At the end of this process we will better understand the major events in our psychological 

life and to own our part in those events. For many of us it is when we work Steps 4 and 5 

that previously separate events crystallize into patterns. As we own our part in those 

painful repeating patterns, as well as those times when we were courageous, patient and 

kind, we begin to understand ourselves.  

 

Neither all good nor all bad, we begin to accept ourselves as both “the best” and “the 

beast,” beings in need of Grace to reconcile the tension 

 

Prayerful reflection of that new self-understanding leads to compassion. Compassion 

leads to forgiveness – of ourselves and of others.  

 

Forgiving ourselves and others is the pathway to healing and recovery. 

 

We are ready for Step 6.  

 


